Poisons are everywhere. They have many shapes, colors and smells.

Let's look around Deidre's house. I think we can find lots of things that can be poisonous if used improperly, some are in safe places, some are not.

But first...
...let's meet Deidre and her friends.

They are the Poison Patrol Team.

Deidre is in charge of finding the sprays... like bug spray.

Jason will locate the liquids... like bleach.
They are really good at finding things that can be harmful and telling other kids to STAY AWAY from these dangerous substances.

Max sniffs out the invisibles... like smoke.

and Chris will find the solids... like markers.
Do you know something that is a poison?

Draw it here:
In the BATHROOM, help Chris and Max find the products that can be poisonous. Color all of them RED.

Help Chris by circling all of the SOLID poisons.
Look at both of the shelves. Can you find what is different on the bottom shelf?

Where are the poisons? Draw an “X” over them.
Help Jason find his way to Deidre, Chris and Max. Careful! Don't touch the poisons!
Deidre and Max are looking at the things in the BASEMENT that can be poisonous. How many do you see?

Where would be a good place to put all of these poisonous things?